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Weaving Gender Equity into Math Reform

What is equity?
A look into a reform math classroom

1

This session is intended to address equity related issues that surface in standards
based reform mathematics classrooms. Issues of teacher and student learning are
also addressed along with discussions around specific equity issues that
participants face in their school and classroom environments. This session is
intended to be used with a wide range of audiences teachers, staff developers,
administrators and district leaders. This session is intended to be 2 hours in
length.

(Note: in this workshop, standards based reform (or reform) is used to describe
classrooms and methodologies that utilize an inquiry based approach to teaching and
learning. The standards referred to are the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM) Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000).

The beginning of the session asks participants to reflect on their own experiences
in math class and to relate this to the experiences that their students face in
reform-based mathematics classrooms. Then, they will consider specific equity
issues that arise and brainstorm ways to work through these issues. A
discussion around notions of equity and equality will follow. Finally,
participants will be asked to create a plan of action and identify people with
whom they will share their thinking and questions.

This session will help participants think of the particular nuances inherent in
classrooms using math reform curricula, identify equity issues to explore and
develop ways of bringing other people into the conversation..

Preparing for the session:

Become familiar with the following parts of the workshop session:
Transparency 1: Opening quote from Robert Moses
Transparency 2: Definitions of Equity and Equality
Transparency 3: Equity questions for small group work
Transparency 4: Closing questions

Read:
"Conceptions of Equity" by Walter Secada
"The Equity Principal" (NCTM 2000)
"Uncovering Bias in the Classroom: A Personal Journey." By Maryann Wickett
"Creating New Inequalities Contradictions to Reform" by Linda McNeil
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Weaving Gender Equity into Math keform 2

Make copies of the following:
Handout 1: Definitions of Equity and Equality
Handout 2: Conceptions of Equity (optional)
Handout 3: Equity questions for small group work
Handout 4: Uncovering Bias in the Classroom: A Personal Journey by Maryann

Wickett
Handout 5: (optional) Creating New Inequalities (Contradictions of Reform) by

Linda McNeil
Handout 6: Equity Principle, NCTM 2000

Activity 1: Introduction and context for talking about equity (20 min.)

Show the following quote on transparency 1:

"In today's world, economic access and full citizenship depend crucially on math
and science literacy."

-Robert Moses, Algebra Project. Bob Moses Empowers Students, New York Times,
Education Life. January 2001

The goal of this session is to think together about ways to develop the
mathematics and science literacy of all students. Bob Moses, a longtime civil
rights worker and founder of the nationally acclaimed Algebra Project often
frames this topic by stressing that "mathematics is the new civil rights prize".

The standards based reform movement was formed because of the disparities
and educational chasms that exist between wealthy and poor schools, urban and
suburban schools. Researchers, teachers and educational leaders decided to focus
on the content of mathematics instruction and not simply rote procedures that
leave many students unable to make connections between mathematical
relationships.

When you reflect on who typically did well in more traditional classrooms, it
was usually the student who was great at memorizing facts. Often it did not have
much to do with whether students understood the mathematics or not. In
American schools, students who continue to do the best are by-in-large White
males from high socio-economic families to the exclusion of girls, people of color
and students from lower socio-economic families.

Together we will explore the notion of how working in more reform-based ways
can help "level the playing field" for all students, particularly those from low
socio-economic families, students whose first language is not English, girls and
children of color. By looking closely the equity issues inherent in mathematics
education and the ways in which reform math curricula address many of these
issues, we can stem the "rising tide of mediocrity" identified in A Nation at Risk:

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 2
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Weaving Gender Equity into Math Reform

The Imperative for Educational Reform (National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 1983) and later revised in A Nation Still at Risk (1998).

3

In order to begin thinking about equity issues in reform-based mathematics
classrooms, I would like for you to think about what math class was like for you
as a student in elementary school.

(Note: This reflection does not have to be tied to a particular grade. If asked, tell
participants to think about when they were the age of the students currently in their
class.)

Offer participants a chance to jot down a few notes or to reflect quietly before
beginning the discussion. As participants share their reflections, record their
thinking on a transparency or chart paper that has been divided into two
columns, as below.

After recording and discussing the characteristics of math class when
participants were students on the "own experiences" side of the chart, ask them
what math class is like for their students. In essence, what are the characteristics
of their own classrooms? This feedback is then recorded on the "students'
experiences" side of the chart. (Save and post this chart for use in subsequent
activities.)

Here is a sample:

Own Experiences Students' Experiences

Students sitting in rows

One right answer

Teacher in the front of the room

Students going to the board to
work on a problem while the
other students looked on

quiet classroom with
students working
independently

©Copyright 200

tables or desks arranged in clusters or moved
to clusters when working on an activity

multiple strategies and solutions to problems

teacher walking around working with students
individually and in groups

students working with manipulatives and
sharing strategies and solutions in cooperative
groups

noise level varies with activities

, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 3
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Weaving Gender Equity into Math Reform 4

red marks for solving
problems in a different
way than prescribed by the
teacher

hoping that I wouldn't get
called on because I didn't know
how to do the problem and
would be embarrassed

I loved it because I knew
how to do the right
procedures

math was boring

students sharing strategies and defending
their thinking

mistakes are valued and part of the culture
of learning in the class

students understand procedures and context
of problems

students are excited to do math

After the chart is completed, begin a conversation focusing on the similarities
and differences on either side of the chart.

Let's look at both sides of the chart and think about how equity and access is
promoted or impeded for students. Are there any major areas of difference that
stand out? How do the "newer" ways of working (i.e. reform based) address
issues of equity in your classrooms?

At this point, participants usually bring up issues from the list such as:

Math class seemed to be more equitable (in my own experience) since
everyone was doing the same thing at the same time.
It seemed equitable that everyone had an equal chance of getting the right
answer when I was in school but I always solved the problem in a different
way than the teacher and other students. My strategy wasn't "right" and I
was marked down because of it. Today's students have more access because
there are different approaches that are valued.
In my own classroom, students work in cooperative groups, which helps
them, explain their strategies to each other.

Activity 2: Equity vs. Equality (30 min.)

We have shared our experiences through several scenarios illustrating
differences in traditional and reform-based classrooms. There are two words
frequently used when talking about both models: "equity" and "equality".

Oftentimes we think of these two things (equality and equity) as being the same.
Yet there are differences in what they mean and in the implications each has for

@Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 4
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Weaving Gender Equity into Math Reform 5

classrooms. Let's look at definitions of equality and equity in the context of our
previous discussion.
(Note: these are only two definitions. Researchers themselves don't even agree on a single
definition.)

Hand out definition of equality and equity sheet and put on the overhead
projector. Transparency 2, Handout 1.

Equality means treating all students the same. Examples of this are: (1) Same
required courses; (2) Same assignments; (3) Same assessment criteria; (4)
Same amount of teacher time spent for each student.
Equity means treating students fairly by taking into account differences.
Examples of this are: (1) Different ways to demonstrate mastery; (2) Tailoring
instruction to students' various learning styles; (3) Varying teacher time and
help depending on students' needs; (4) Providing bilingual curriculum
materials to students whose first language is not English.

Have a brief discussion around the ideas of equity and equality and point out
that participants will have an opportunity to think about it more during the next
activity. Relate the two concepts back to the "then and now" list. Talk about how
traditional classrooms tend to focus more on equality, while standards-based
classrooms tend to focus on equity.

Optional-if time permits
Note: If you do not have time to conduct the entire workshop, omit this activity. At the

end of the workshop session hand out Conceptions of Equity by Walter Secada.
(Handout 2)

Looking at classrooms in terms of equity and equality characteristics is one way
to approach the topic. There are other perspectives that you may want to
consider. Walter Secada, Professor of Curriculum and Instruction at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison has developed definitions of equity that are
worth investigating

Distribute copies of Conceptions of Equity (Handout 2) to participants. Give
them a few moments to read this document and then ask them to discuss the
following question at their tables:

What do you see as the benefits or drawbacks to each of the conceptions?

After participants have had a chance to discuss the 6 definitions that Secada
illustrates move into the next activity. You do not need to conduct a whole group
discussion after this activity.

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 5
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Activity 3: Thinking about our classrooms (30-min.)

6

Secada (and others) have spent a great deal of time thinking and conducting
research regarding the benefits of math reform. Many of the characteristics of
reform math curricula were included in the NCTM Standards (2000) as a way to
get more students engaged in high quality mathematics learning. We have
already discussed our own experiences in math class and related this to our
students' experiences in math class. We will look at the chart created in the first
activity in order to think more about specific equity issues relevant to your
classroom and school.

Look back at the chart from Activity 1. Sort the items on the chart into themes.
Participants will choose a theme they want to focus on and be grouped with
others who want to discuss the same theme.

Here are sample themes: Feel free to add others as they surface in the workshop.

problem-solving strategies
-one right answer
knowing procedures
getting lower scores on tests because the problem was solved in an

unconventional way
discussing multiple strategies in small group and with the whole class

the role of the teacher
the teacher moves around the classroom helping and checking in with
students
the teacher typically had the answer "guess what the teacher is saying"
the teacher is responsible for understanding math content and pedagogy

classroom management/ climate
students sitting in rows

-quiet classroom
materials are accessible to students

grouping of students
students work in cooperative groups
students typically worked alone

assessment
getting graded on math tests
portfolio assessment

-having students better understand their own mathematical progress
correlating grades on report cards with ancedotal records and evaluation of
student work

@Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 6
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classroom discourse
-students regularly discuss ideas and strategies with each other
mathematical relationships are also explored in other curriculum areas
not allowed to share answers or talk during math class

Try to keep groups to about 4 or 5 participants. Two or more groups can discuss
similar topics if the interest is there. Be sure that someone takes notes and is able
to report back to the whole group. Suggest that each group choose one item to
share with the large group and encourage the other workshop participants to
comment and give feedback to each presentation.

In your group, think about the equity issues related to your chosen topic. What
have your experiences been in establishing an equitable classroom in terms of
your topic? What are the benefits of working equitably? What's been a
challenge? How does the curriculum support equity in terms of your topic?

Show transparency 3 and then give each group a copy of the questions.
(Handout 3)

Note: Be sure to remind participants that everyone should have an opportunity to talk in
their small group. As a facilitator, it is important that you circulate between groups in
order to redirect them to the task of thinking about how the curriculum supports equity
regarding their group topic.

Activity 4: Share back (30 min)

Each group is going to share one of the equity issues related to the theme
discussed in the small group. As a large group, we will offer feedback and share
strategies around supporting an equitable classroom environment in math.

The discussion should go beyond looking at the lists that groups may have
created. Try to go in-depth on some of the equity issues and questions that
participants share. Use the group to facilitate the discussion rather than you (as
the workshop leader) dispensing information. Remind participants that they
should use each other to brainstorm solutions and to think more deeply about
the equity issues that come up.

Here is a sample discussion:

Report from group 1: "We talked about ways of grouping students. Most of us
group students according to ability level. That way we can give specific help to
the students that need it."

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 7
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Weaving Gender Equity into Math Reform 8

Workshop Leader (WL): "What about the rest of you? How do you group
students?"

Other people comment that they use cards to randomly assign students,
use a class list or have students pick their partners and groups.

WL: "It seems that different model (ways of grouping students) are used at
different times." In thinking about grouping by ability levels-what equity issues
come to mind?

Participant: " Well, if you don't group by ability level then the gifted kids are
going to be bored."

Participant: "Maybe. However, if you group homogeneously then students don't
have the opportunity to hear about strategies that they may not have thought of
I've seen kids at the higher end have their thinking stretched by student who
usually struggles in math."

Participant: "I make sure to have an equal number of girls and boys in each
group so that it's fair."

WL: "We've heard a lot of strategies and reasons behind various ways of
grouping students. One person says that they group by ability and another makes
sure there is a gender balance and still others may assign students to random
groups. If the goal of reform-based instruction is to tailor instruction to each
student's needs, how do each of these strategies support or limit this goal?

Participants comment.

In the above conversation, the workshop leader does not give an answer but
rather redirects the participants to further explore issues of equity related to the
topic.

Activity 5: Measuring change (10 min.)

We have only begun to scratch the surface in talking about equity issues in our
classrooms and schools. This session is coming to a close. Yet, I would like for
you to reflect on your ideas coming in and your ideas and questions as you leave.
For the next ten minutes or so, I would like for each of you to focus on the
following questions:

How does your thinking about equity manifest itself in your classroom?
What issues are you going to continue to investigate?
How and with whom are you going to continue work on equity and its'
relation to classroom pedagogy? (Plan at least one concrete next step, one
main question or concept that you will share with a colleague.)

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved
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Write about these questions and develop a plan for sharing ideas (show these
questions- transparency 4)

When participants have finished freewriting, hand out Wicket-t article (Handout
4) as an example of what can happen when you start to look more closely at your
classroom. Also, at this time you can handout, Creating New Inequalities
(Handout 5-optional) and The Equity Principle -NCTM (Handout 6-optional)

This session can't touch on all of the equity issues in standards-based classrooms.
It is meant to be a starting point (or a point along the continuum) for reflection
and discussion. Hopefully you will leave this session committed to the idea of
mathematics and mathematical literacy as a civil rights issue for all of the
students in your classroom.

Participants fill out evaluations.

@Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 9
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What is equity?
A look into a reform math classroom

Handouts and Transparencies

Transparency 1: Opening quote, Bob Moses
Transparency 2: Equity and Equality definitions
Transparency 3: Equity questions
Transparency 4: Closing questions

Handout 1: Equity and Equality definitions
Handout 2: Conceptions of Equity by Walter Secada (optional)
Handout 3: Equity questions for small group work and large group discussion
Handout 4: Uncovering Bias by Maryann Wickett
Handout 5: (optional) Creating New Inequalities, Contradictions of Reform by
Linda McNeil
Handout 6: (optional) Equity Principle, NCTM 2000

Read these for background information before the session begins:

Handout 2: Equity Principal (NCTM 2000)
Handout 3: Conceptions of Equity by Walter Secada
Handout 5: Uncovering Bias by Maryann Wickett
Handout 6: Creating New Inequalities Contradictions to Reform by Linda
McNeil

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 10
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What is equity?
A look into a reform math classroom
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Transparency 1

"In today's world,
economic access and full
citizenship depend
crucially on math and
science literacy."

-Robert Moses, Algebra Project. Bob Moses Empowers Students, New
York Times, Education Life. Jan.2001

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 12
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Transparency 2
Handout 1

Definitions of Equality and

Equality refers to treating all students the same.

Same required courses
Same assignments
Same assessment criteria
Same amount of teacher time spent for each student

Equity refers to treating students fairly by taking into
account differences.

Different ways to demonstrate mastery
Tailoring instruction to students' various learning
styles
Varying teacher time and help depending on
students' needs
Providing bilingual curriculum materials to
students whose first language is not English.

Adapted from Laboratory for Educational Improvement of the Northeast and
Islands (1995). Activity 2: Science and mathematics fox:all in Facilitating Systemic
Change in Science and Mathematics Education: A Toolkit for Professional Developers.
Andover, MA

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 13
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Transparency 3
Handout 3

What have your experiences been in
establishing an equitable classroom in terms
of your topic?

What are the benefits of working equitably?

What's been a challenge?

How does the curriculum support equity in
terms of your topic?

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 14
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Transparency 4

How does your thinking about equity
manifest itself in your classroom?

What issues are you going to continue
to investigate?

How and with whom are you going to
continue work on equity and its'
relation to classroom pedagogy? (Plan at
least one concrete next step, one main
question or concept that you will share
with a colleague.)

©Copyright 2001, TERC, Inc. All rights reserved 15
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A Personal journey

by Maryann Wickett
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Uncovering Bias in the ClassroomA Personal journey

Not in My °affront,

We hear about it often. The evidence is oUt there, boys5have gieater
opportnnity in mathernatids (Arnetiean Association of.UniyerSity Wamen
1992). Teacheis call'on boYs mote often than girls (Kaplan and-Aronson,
1994; American AssodiatiOn of UniyerSity'Wdmen 1992): NOT IN'MY-
CLASSROOM I hopedIr But, secretly;I hadwondered about this for
years. Are my gills being cheated in matheinatics,becanse of who I call
on and when? If girls arc being cheated, who elsois? Are iny second
language students being treatedequitably? Why is it-that in my third/
fourth multigrade classroom my first year students (usually third
graders) are much more reluctantto share,their thinking than'my fourth
graders (usually my-second year'stUdents)? Is it reallY duelO the age
difference or the comfort level-of the older children with ine,'or am I'
unaware of practices I use that are-systematically silencing these newer,
younger students during class discusSions? Have my behaviors hindered
some while giving greater adcess to others?

Searching for Honeit,Ans*ers

The message I am about-to share is an intimate look at myself and my
practices as I searched for honegt answerg to the above questions. No one
is born prejudiced. All fbrms of bias, "from extreme bigotry to.unaware
cultural biases, are acquiredactually imposedon the young person
and are dysfunctional (Weissglass, in press). To effectively become aware
of equity and deal with it meaningfully,4 had to look deeply inside
myself to understand how my own life experienceS have affected my
biases and who I am. As a participant in the Equity in Mathematics
Education Project*, I had the opportunity:to do-just this. I listened as
people shared their stories. I had the opportunity to share mine. As a

'The Equity in Mathematics Education Project is funded by the California MathProject. Its goal is to.tocrease the
ahllity-of California educators to address equity issues in mathematics education productively.



result of this sharing, I began to discover how biases imposed on me
were affecting my classroom practices. I discovered I had a voice and the
power to'make changes as I gained deeper understanding of myself. My
passivity Was no longer usefid. Using my voice,by giving,perrnission for
some of my writings ,to be pUblished in a newsletter was my first step.
As a result of greater self understanding,,I "could change what needed to
be changed.-Educational change must be grounded in-personal and
concrete understandings (WeissglasS, in-press). The focus of my self
reflection was to gain personal and concreteinsights enabling me to
become a more effective teacher. In this case, becoming a more effective
teacher meant giving access, support and respect to all students during
whole group class discussion.

Gathering information about my classroom practices posed a problem.
I had considered Video taping as a means to find out what I was doing.
The problem was that I would know Fwas being taped, consequently I
would be on my "best behaVior". I wanted information on what I was
doing subconsciously, day-to-day. Audio taping.and peer scripting of my
lessons posed the same problems as video.taping. As I pursued my self
study, I found research:that contradicted theSe beliefs. This research
indicates that even when One knows the Camera is on, video taping will
show many teachers unintentionally but systematically demonstrating
their biases (Kaplan and Aronson 1994). Despite this research, I still had
my doubts.

Recording Class Discussions

As part of class discussions, I routinely record students' responses on
chart paper as the discussion progresses. When making these charts, I
record the student's contribution word for word and put the student's
name.after the contribution. (In the beginning, I ask students for their
permission to record their thinking. It is understood that students always
have the right to revise their ideas or ask that their thinking not be
recorded.) I like to make a written recording of student's contributions



for several reasons: writing student responses gives a context for model-
ing correct use of punctuation, capitalization and spelling; it helps
students see the relationship between the spoken and the written word;
it gives students access through two modalitiesauditory and visual; it
gives me a written record of student responses which I can use for reflec-
tion after the lesson; it allows students to read and reflect about previous
related experiences which helps them to make connections from one
activity to another; and most importantly, it shows students I respect
their thinking, that is, their ideas are important enough to be written
down. This respect encourages their thinking, often at a deeper level.

This practice of recording class discussions gave me the insight I needed
about my unaware practices. Since I had charts that covered several
weeks of discussions, I was able to use these charts to take an honest look
at the dynamics of whole group discussions in my classroom. With this
information I would bc able to make sound conscious changes in my
behavior that would improve my teaching by giving greater opportunity
and respect to all students.

What I found

Here's what I found: In almost all cases, I called on two boys first, then a
girl. Overall, I called on more girls (52% of the time and the class was
50% girls), but the boys were given the first opportunity. In addition, I
also found that I tended to call on fourth graders before third graders
and that second language students were often included towards the end
of discussions. I had found unexpected patterns of bias. These practices
were upsetting. Ihad thought that these things did not happen in my
classroom yet the evidence was clearly recorded by me on nine charts of
student discussion covering several weeks.

Why was this happening? The boys I usually called on first were bright,
enthusiastic, verbal and wriggly. Their behavior caught my attention and
I think I may have called on them partly to control behavior. I knew
the others, the girls, the first year students and the second language

20



children, would wait. I also believed these boys had a lot to contribute
to the discussion. Sometimes their comments triggered the thinking of
other students.

Soon after my discovery, I asked the students about their perceptions.
I asked them who they thought I called on first. Their responses were
very interesting. In language arts, they felt I called on girls first, but in
math, I called on boys first. Their perception matched the reality
recorded on the class discussion charts in math. While disappointed with
myself, this new information provided an ideal opportunity to make
positive changes in the way I ran class discussions.

While the charts captured an important part of discourse in my class-
room, they didn't capture everything. I was only recording the students'
responses, not who was volunteering but not being called on, not my
questioning, my responses, my body language etc. This was not intended
to be a scientific study but rather a sharing of a method I used to look
at my own biases. I had enough information that I could make positive
changes yet not so much information that I felt overwhelmed and
defeated. The idea to use the class discussion charts to look at my
behaviors came to me after I had done them, so I knew they represented
day-to-day practices for the few areas 1 was thinking about. Other pos-
sible sources of information I could have used might havebeen student
reflections on what happened in class including journal entries, group
projects, reflections, responses to such questions as "How did you feel
about your learning?" or "How do you feel about this discussion?" etc.

The Process of Recovery and Change

No one is born prejudiced. It is possible to recover one's full humanness.
The recovery process is uncomfortable because we have numbed out the
pain we endured while acquiring the bias, but recovery is possible
(Weissglass, in press). By looking at my practices honestly and without
condemning myself, the process of recovery and change began. I was
able to remain open, freeing myself to try new ideas with my students'



best interests in mind. Here are some changes I've made as a result of
this proceSs:

I now make a conscious effort to give all children equal opportunities to
respond first and equally in all-class discussions. Whenever posSible I
have visitors or my student teachers script clasS discussions. I continue to
monitor myself through the charted recordings of class discussions.
Before calling on a child, I pause to carefully Consider who has,been
heard and who is still waiting to be heard. Not only does this pause help
me make better decisions about who to call on, butit also allows students
additional think,time. This:'additionatthink time gives students who
process more slowly an opportunity to formulate their thoughts, allow-
ing them greater access to discusSions.

Besides making a conscious effort to-give all students equal opportunity
and access to class discussion, I also consider the typeS of questions I ask
all students. Because My goal is not only to give all students equity and
access to discussions but to help them think as deeply as-possible about
their ideas, I routinely ask questions that require explanation or justifica-
tion of their thinking. Student's are encouraged to question or state their
agteement or disagreement with each other'rir me.

Using Dyads

The issue with second language students reinains a struggle for me.
Their pattern of volunteering allows them access to the later part of the
discussion. I am honoring this for now for two reasons: first, perhaps
they need to listen longer in order to process in a second language and
second, because I rarely call on students unless they volunteer. I am a
person who rarely shares in large group discussions. The thought of
doing so paralyzes me with fear. To be singled out when I haven't volun-
teered renders me speechleSs and.embarrassed. Even though I am silent,
1,am listening and learning; from my peers throughout the discussion.
The problem for me as a teacher occurs when students don't volunteer:
Because of who I am and my own anxieties, I don't usually:force students



to participate by calling on them. So, how do I encourage students? In an
attempt to draw in these students I now use dyads routinely. A dyad is a

'structure in which children are paired.'Each receives an equal amount of
time .to share while the other listens without interrupting (Weissglass, in
press). This helps all children clarify theirthinking; thus building confi-
dence before sharing with the whole group. Dyads,alloW everyone to
listencarefully and to be heard by:someone. Dyads:occur before, after Or
even during class'discussions. In dyads; students May use their primary
langhage if they wish. ThiS not only gives all students a voice, but helps
all students clarify and deepen their thinking.

There is another approach that I have found helpful for encouraging
participation. When I observe mathematically powerful thinking during
student worktime I ask the student-if-he/she is willing to share his/her
thinking later aS part of the processing of the activity. This tells the child
that his/her thinking is valued before,sharing.it publicly with the class
and builds confidence. If the child chooses not to share, I ask permission
for me to share his/her lhihking, again yaluing the child's thinking,
building confidence, yet respecting his/her decision.

What I've Observed

A year has passed since I started my reflection on these issues. The
changes I have observed in the dynamics of discussions in my classroom
seem to warrant iny efforts. Girls are responding first about half the .

time, juStifying their answers with confidence. They are willing to
question. They will state their ideas backing up their thinking with
sensible arguments.

I am pleased with my. new group of first year students. I have had them
for just four weeks. During class discusSions in the first week, the
number of students volunteering was about five to seven. These
volunteers were mostly second year students. After four weeks and
intensive effort on my part using the methods described, about 12-18
students out of 30 actively volunteer throughout discussions. These



volunteers include boys, girls, first year students, second year students
and a few second language students. Scripting by observers and
recordings of class discussions support these observations: When asked
recently, student perception also supported this:

While my data is incomplete, it is a glimpse awhat is going on with my
behaviors...my biases. Recording class discUssions has given me a way to
see things I wasn't seeing before'and,to make better decisions. Race, clasS
and gender biaS are serious issues facing, U.S. society and education.that
are usually not discussed: Talking about thefn is necessary -not to lay
blame, butt() figure out better ways of educating our children
(Weissglass, in.press).'By understanding Myself and looking at `my
biases openly and -honestly, withOut Self-cOndenmation-, I arn'trying to
figure out better ways'to educate children. I am giving more students
respect and opportunities.1 alSo knoW that this is just the beginning of
my journey.
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IlighlstakeS state-mandated:Standardization is rapidly
:spreading throughoutthne U S Ms. McNeil examines the

zthidely-emulateciaccountOility system in Texas and

'concludes that it_has:adpCrsc'effects on teaching and learning,

StilleSdemocrati:ii.discourk,and perPetuates inequities for

minbrity students ,

BY LINDA M. MeNEIL

Illustration by Kaien Sta lper

fig ENDURING legacy of Ross Perot's sehool reforms in Texas is not
Merely the strengthening of bureaucratic Controls at the exPense Of
teaching and learning. It-is also the legiti mating. of a language of ac-
countability as the governing principle in ptiblic schools. Inaipient in
the Perot reforMs was the shifting of cOn tiol over public schooling away
from "the,public" and away from-the :prbfessiOn and toward busi-
ness-conirollecPmapagement accouatability systems. These systems

use children's Scores on staadardiiedtests to measure the quality of the performance
Of teaclierS antI principals, and:they even uSe a scboor s:aggregate student scores aS
data fOr die eoMparative "ratings" Of sehools.

There 'have been several.iterations`.of,:state testiag and test-driven curricula an-
. .

Plemeated sike the.reforins first begun under the' Perot legislation in Texas in the
raid-i9g0s..,the:ourrent Tekas AS5esSitient of. Acadeinic'Skills (TAAS) is rarely re-

-.ferreiI to .by its full. name. It is known-byits advocates arthe State government and
*brig- the state:s business leaders as "the Texas AccOuatability System," the reform

, thatliiS ''shaPedup," schools. It iS touted:as the System thattolds "teachers and prin-
:.cipalS aCebuntable," In many schools; tenure'for principalShas been rePlaced by "Per-
-fonnariee coatracts,'..''With "perforinaace" Measured:by 'a single indicator the ag-
gregation of student; TAS sCores in the school. Publicity abbut the "Texas Ac-
eouritabilitY System:7' centered, on rising test scores, has generated copycat legisla-
iion in a niunber of states; where Standairlfied testing of students is increasingly be-
ing used as die central thechanisin for deCisions about student learning, teacher and
adralaistrator practice, and even whole-sehoOl quality.'

Teachersicnow well that most reforms have a short life and that "this too shall
pasS." The specific rules and .prescriptions enacted under the Perot reforms dfd, in-

LINpA.M. IsicNEIL is a profeSsorpf education and co-director of the Center for Educa-
,tion at Rice UniverSity Houston in a three-part series in the Kappan in 1988, she document-
ed the ways thattap-down, controlling adininistrative practices undermine the substance of

'.schooling and the credibility that school-supplied knowledge-holds for students% (See the Jan-
Wily, February, and March` 1988 issues.)This article is adaPted froM her new book, Contra-

. dietions of SchoolketorireHducational CoSts of Standardised Testing (Routledge, 2000), the
first-stUdy to traekstandardized 'reforms from their origins in ihe legislature to their control
over curricula; teacher behaviors, and,student achievement. To 'olden' phone 800/634-7064.
bic price is $19.95.

Reproduced wiJA-1 permission frOm
.Phi Delta Kappan
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Students are drilled on such strategies as the
pep rally cheer "Three in a row? No, No, No!"

deed, pass. But-the' institutional izing of a
shift-in the lpeus of Control over purlieu-
lum; teaching,'atid assesSment, which:be-
gan:With the legislated Mfoims of thel9S0s,
has more than persisted.

As a result, a very narrow set of numer-
ical indicators (student scor estrn statewide
'tests) his become theonly language of cur-
rencyin education policy in the State. Prin-

ulareurriculum in minority students class- knowledge,
moat's wiih testr,prep, materials -that have
virtually no value beyond practicing for thc
tests. 'the scores go uPirr theseclaisroorns,
but academic quality goes down. The'rasult
is a grihki rig inequalitrbetween the con-
tent and qualiiy: of education:provided to
white, middlerelaSs children and that pro-
vided to those in poor and minority schools

cif)* report that there can be little dis-
cussion 0:Children's development, Of culz.
tural relevance, of children's contributions Ma nd 111111, a Nenieufljeul tin]

to clastfoomtnewledge and interaction's, In:minority schools, in thetriban school
or all-lose engaging5Side.bar e.xperiences diStrict when: I conducted ease studies, and
-at: the:margins of the, Official curriculum in many schools across Texirs, subStandal
where children:Often d6their'besilearning 'class time is spent practicing laffibling in
According to U rbanprin c many. hive answers and lerinung tO "dis
Supervisors who tell:thn-cluite pOinted- tractor (obviously wrong)-,ariSwers. Stu-
ly, "'Don't talk to Me' about anythihieise "dents are drilled:oh such strategiet as.the
until the TAAS scores *a-rite to:te Peprally cheer "Three in a IOW? Ilo-,-`hlo,

TeaChers also reporithat theMargins NO' (If you have ansWertxI"V threethhes
--:-.those spaces where evert ia hit lily pre- ln a row, you know dira'at le-1st one of niose,
scriptive sell* settings they havealways . answersislikely to IrCwiorig, becausetke
heart able to 'really-teach" are Shrink- -Maker Of atest would not tie:likelOo con,
ing as the aceountability 'system becOrries struct three qaestion.s in a row With the same
inereaSitigly stringent with teach..." arid pin, anSWer ind icatrif.) The basisfor Such ad=
cipal pay tied:to sthdent:scores. Under the
Perot-reforms,:teacherSwere still sometimes
able to jaggkthe'effiCial, prescribed, turd
teSted turriculUM-WithWhrit. they wanted
thcir studentS::to learOfiven if theY 'hit()
Mleadh two contradietork lessons iiiOrder

vice oar =limn the publiSheis of teSt:prep
materials, Many of whom send consultants
into:schools -- for a substantial, price ---
to help plan pep rallies anclto "traih" teach-
ers.to'use the TAAS-prep kits.

tinder the Perot-ela system of test-driv-
to ensure that Students encor !mitered- the en curricula,' the.observed teaeheIN MtaMixl
"rear informatiOn.(as welhas (lhe iest,based some diseretion over how to "Jeach" to:the
facts); many teachers managed:to dh so in test -Wised curriculum. Jhey eould teach
order that their. students 'did riot lose out the nuMberea curricular content items (as
on a chance for a real education.' Under :the district diMc4cdthem to ilo) They could:
TAAS, there are fewer and fewei oppor- ignore the official, numbered curriculum
tunities -for authentic:teaching. :and hope that their students wotilddb weli

conOnuedlegacy then :of the PerOt . on the tests by virthe of having Id:In-lied
reforms:is that-the testing of students in- from:thelessons the teacher had developed .
creasingly drives curriculum:and coMpro7 'Of they could try to juggle the two a n

tnisesbOth teaching and:the role of students irriportant option whelf they,saw that the,
in learning. This prescriptive teaching cre- -test--ba.ed curriculuip ferinat so trivi.ali.ked
ates a new forin of discrnnination as teach- and:fragmented course content that the
ing to:the fragmented and narrow infor7 '''knowledge represented was too far re-
illation on thetest comeS to substithte for moved from:the curriculum the teachers
a substantive curriculum:in the schools Of wanted iheir students to learn. The testing,
poor and minority youths. Disaggregating by having students select among provid-
school-level scores by children's race ap- ed responses, negated.Ole teachers'desires
pears to be an attempt to promote equity, that their studcnts construet meaning, that
but the,high stakes attached to the scores they come to Understandings, or that-they-
have made many sbhools replace the mg- conneet courSe content with their prior
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TeaCherseVen those who know their
subjects-and their studentswell; have much
iCSS latitude:when their pririciPals puMhase.
TA AS-preP materials to be used in lieu of
the regular curriculum. 'the deciSion to use
such inaterials forces teachers.to:seCasidc .
tlreir own besticnowledge of their subject
in order to drill their Saidents on informa-
tion whoseprimary (often sole) uSefulness

likelyinclusion ()lithe test.A panic-
ular example mveals not only how test prep
diminishes the role of the teacher, but also
how it distanbes course content from the
Culture-% of the students.

One teacher, a gradhate of an Ivy League
university with amaster's degree from a
second select:we:college, had'spent consid-
erable time and personal-Money assembling

riclicollection of historical,and literary
woricS'OfiMportance in Latino cultuM.Tier
building of this classroom resouree coffee-

.

don for her high school students was ex-
tremely important given the school's lack
of a library. Herstudents responded to her

-initiative with a real enthuSiasm to study
and learn. UPon returning-from lunch one-.
day, she was dismayed to see thatthe booLs
fur her week's lesSons had been set aside.
In the center oilier drisk was:a stabLof test-
prep booklets with a note,saying, "Use
these instead-of yoUr regular curriculum
until a ter the TA AS." The TAAS test date
was three months away. (The piep Mate-
rials were covered .widi Military camou-
flage desigas, calling for "war against the
:TA A S.";The company's consultants came \
te the school in camouflage gear to do a-
TAAS pep rally for the students and fac-

tiltyTt'')Ilstecher:reported that her prinei-
.

pal, a person dedicated-to these students'
and to their need to pass:the TAAS in or-
der to graduate; had used almost the en-
tire year's instruttional budget:to, puithase
these expensive materials. The cost. vias
Merely one problem. Inside the practice'
booklets' for-the "readihr test were single-
page actiyibes, with:brief nonsense para-
graphs, followed by TAAS-type mul tiple-
choice questions: Thisteacher,s students,
who had been:analyzing the poetry of Gary,
Soto andexploring the initiation theme in'



Ness Me, Ultima, had to set aside this-in-
tellectual work to spend more than half of
every claas period working throUgh the
TAAS-prep booklet. This is not an isolated
horror story. It is a case all too representa-
tive of the displacement of curriculum in
the name of raising building-level test scores
in minority schools.

The imposition throughout the entire
school of TAAS,prep aS a substitute car-
rieulum recast the role of teachers, mak-
ing them into people who need outside con-
sultants to tell them ways:to raiSe test seores
(and to "pep them iip?): ;Fhat these corn-
mercial materials wire;inipdsed preclud-
ed resistance on the teachers':part. It also
made it difficult for teachers'to make ac-
conimodations at the miugins, to trY io hOlri
onto the more substantive curriculum and
cultural connections essential to real learn-,
ing.

When their students' learning is repre-
sented by the narrow indicators of a test
like the TAAS, teachers lose the capacity
to bring into'the discussion of the school
program their knowledge of what children
ire learning. Test scores generated by cen-
tralized testing systems like the TAAS --
and by test-prep materials ainiedat pro-
ducing better serves are not reliable in-
dicators of learning. It is here where the
effects on low-performing students, par-
ticularly minority students, begin td skew
the possibilities for their access to a richer
education.

At the school whose principal had pur-
chased the high-priced test-prep materials
and at other Latino schools where TAAS-
prep is replacing the curriculum), teachers
report that, even though. many More stu7
dents are passing TAAV`reading" tests,
few; of their students are actual readers. Few
of them can use reading forasSignments
in other classes; few choose to read-or to
share books with their friends. In schools
where TAAS reading scores are going up,
by whatever means, there is little or no will
to address this gap. First, so much public-
ity surrounds the rising scores and the
principals' job security and superintendents'
donuses are contingent on that rise that
the problem of nonreaders iS swept under
the rug. Second, with the problem hidden,
there can be no leverage to add the neces-
sary resources, change the teaching, or in-
vite discussions about the.sources Of the
problem, In fact, the opposite occurs: the
rise in scores is used to justify even more
TAAS-prep, even more pep rallies; even

more substituting of test-based prograrns
for-a serioug,curriculum.

Advocates of TAAS sometimes argue
that-being abieto, pass the reading skills
section,of TAAS is better than' not being
able lc read at-ail.IloweVer; teacherS are
reporting that .the kind, of test prep fre-
quently done to raise" test scores may-ac-

. tually hamper stndeuts"abilitY to learn to
read for meaning. In fact, high school stu-
dents report that in the test-prepvirillsand
on the TAAS reading section, they frequent:-
iY mark answers Without reading the Om-
plc of text: they MerelY match key Words
in the:answer choiceWith key Words in- the
'text. And elementaryteachers note that so
_many months of "reading" the practice sam-
ples and answering multiple-choice ques-
tions on them undermines their students'
ability to read Sustained passages oe sever-
al pages. The reading samples am material
the students are meant mforget the minute
they mark their, answers; at all grade lev-

. els this read-and-forget activity is using up
the school year with a noncurriculum.

That this is happening chiefly in Afri.-
can Airierican and Latino schdols Means:
that thegap between what these children
learn and what the children in non-test-
prep = usually middle-class and white
schools learnis widening even more dray
.matically. The subjects not yet tested (sci-
ence, arts, social studies) are also affected
as teachers in historically low-perfonning
schools (minority, poor) are increasingly.
required to stop teaching those subjects
in order to use class time to drill for TAAS
math or. reading not to teach reading,
but to drill for reading or granimar sections
of the TAAS: As Angela Valenzuela has
noted, under this velem There is]a groW-
ing, cnmulative deficit separating minor-
ity students fronithe education being pro-
vided their, more privileged peers.'

What is happening to and with students
under the test-prep system and what is
happening to their access to curricultim con-
tent is completely absent from consid-
eration under an accounting system that
uses only one set of indicators on which to
base adininistrative,economic, and instmc-
tional decisions in schools.

Equally serious in its consequences is
the legacy of institutionalizing the exter-
nalized authority over schools. During the
years of desegregation, there were public
discussions of the purpoSes of edneation,
the role of the school in the community, 1

and the i'ssue of who should be educated

and who should govern access to and pro-
vision for education. There were even CIC-
bates over what constituted a public lan-
guage,with4Ifieh,to discuss public edit=
cation. the languages of equity, of acT
ademic quality, and of community values
all interseeted and mutually inforthed the
bighly contested-decisions regarding means
to break- the power Of segregatiOn. When
edueation is governedby an "accountabil-
ity systern"; these public languages are
displaced by.aMexpeit techniCal language.
_Wheneducational practice and policy are
Subsumed under drumpwset Of indicators,
then the only vocabulary for 'discussing
thosepraetices andpolicies and their ef-

. fects on various groups of students is the
vocabulary of the indicators in this case,
scores on a single set of tests.

pehind the test.scores and the techni-
cal policy debates, however, is the grow-
ing reality that the Texas system of edu-
cational accountability is harming childrtn,
teaching, and the orintent of public school-
ing. Even more significant for the long
run, this system of testing is restratifying
education byrace and elass.

The New Discrimination
The educational losses that a central-

ized, standardized system of testing cre-
ates for minority stUdents are many. What
such youngsters are taught, how they are
taught, how their learning is assessed and
repreSented in school records, what is omit-
ted from their education ---- all these fac-
tors are hidden inthe system of testing and
in the accounting system that reports its
results: The narrowing of the currieulum
in test-prep schools is creating a new kind
of discrimination one based ncit on a bla-
tant Stratification of.access.ta knowledge
through tracking, but one that uses the ap-
pearance of-sameness to mask persistent
ineqnaiities.

This masking shows up first in the words
of well-meaning people who restratify ex-
pectations by a focus on "basics." The myth
that standardization produces sameness
and therefore equity is based on the no-
tion ihat standardization "brings' up the
bottom?' The idea is that everyone should
get the fundamentals. First, students have
to "get the basics" before they can get to
the "creative or "interesting", part of the
curriculum. AcCording to this Myth, any
gdod teacher or good school will "go be-
yond the basics" to provide a creative, in-
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The apparent "sameness" of the test masks persistent
disparities in children's conditions of learning.

teresting education.
There is increasing evidenCe Mal this

focus on "basics" is being.applied td mi-
nority children; Who:are viewed as "oth-
er people's children."' If "thoSe children"
are somehow differeat from "our children"
(who are getting the regular curriculum),
then they should be grateful for an edu-
cation that provides them for the first time
with the basics. But evidence from class-
rooms points out several flaws in the con-
structing of curriculum around the needs
of "those students" for the basics.

First; students learn the "basics" when
they undertake purposeful instructional ac-
tivities, when they have models of think-
ing to emulate, and when they can see how
new skills can be applied-at the next lev-
el. The teachers in the schools in which I
conducted casc studies (heirs to DeWey and'.
ohms) engaged-students' minds so that they
could learn bbth the "hasics":and the ideaS
and knowledge that cannot be sequenced
in a linear fashion because they are -part
of an organic whole. Yet officials' pride in
the TAAS System stems largely from the
notion that, "for the first time, those stu-
dents are getting- the same education that
our students have been getting." The same-
ness is false, because the resources proVid-
ed to the schools of minority children and;
to the acadernic tracks .in Which: they are
frequently placed are dramatically inferior
to those provided to the-schools and tracks
of white, middle-class children. The ap-
parent "sameness" of the test masks these
persistent disparities in the conditions of
teaming that the children face.

That the political climate is becoming
more accepting of this patronizing charac-
terization of minority children was made
graphically clear at an event in which La-
tine students would be demonstrating their
learning. A white corporate executiVe had
sponsored the implementation of several ,

packaged curricula in Latino schools in a
poor neighborhood. Each of the programs
was expensive, including classrooin materi-
als, consultants to train the teachers to use
the materials, tests to evaluate the students'
mastery of the content; and so on. The cur-
ricular programs, in math and reading, were
aimed at the "basics."

The Latino children, dressed in theirSun-
day best, filed in by grade ieyel to demom.
Strate their skills in basic math operations.
'The children's parents and teachers were
seated in the large hall Between the per-
formances by groups of children; the cor--
porate executive would talk about the pro
gram.After one group of children had ex-
hibited their skills in adding, he looked
over the heads of the Latino parents to ihe
white corporate and comniunity leaders
standing around the room and said, "Isn't
this great? NoW, this May pot be the math
you would want for yOur cildien; but for
these children isn't.this just.great?" His
remarks were mot With smiles.and nods.

The pervasiveness of TAAS-prep as a
substitute for the curriculum in poor and
minority schools is legitimated by the tac-
it (and mistaken)' understanding, that for
stich children repetitive practice in test-
drill workbooks May be better than what
they had before and is useful in raising
their test scores.

Data are beginning to emerge that doc-
ument the exaCt opposite. In a compelling
study to be released this year, Walter Haney
has analyzed graduation rates of cohorts
of high school students froth .1978 to the
present. Using official data from the Texas
Edudation Agency, Haney tracked ninth-
grade cohorts to, graduation. In 1978, more
than 60% of black students and almosi 60%
of Latincis graduated 15% below the av-
erage graduation rate for whites. By 1990,
after four years of the Perot-era standard-
ization reforms, graduation rates for blacks,
Latinos, and whites had all dropped. By
1990, according to Haney, fewer than 50%
of all black and Latino ninth-graders made
it to graduation. (The graduation rate for
whites was tnore than 76%.) The:gap be-
tween minorities and whites waS Widen-
ing: By 1999, Haney's data shbw that the .
white graduation rate had regained its 1978
level (around 75%). The graduation rate
for Latinos and blacks, however, remained
below 50%.!

Standardization may, through intensive
test-practice drills, "raise scores." But stan-
dardization has not enhanced children's
learning. To those who would say that the
graduation rate is dropping because the
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TAAS is "raising the bar," one Must answer
that to increa.se cut-off scores and make
no investment in equaliiing educational re-
source's is no reform. It. is a creative new
form of discrimination.

Masking Inequities
The TAAS system of testing restrati-

fies access to knowledge in schools. It fur-
ther harms the cducation.of poor and mi-
nority youths by masking historical and
persistent inequities. When the precursor

-,ta TA-AS was implemented in:the 1980s,
two rationales were given. First, it would
provide an "objective measurement" of the
curriculum. Second, according to a central
office administrator, it would ensure that
"Algebra I at [a poor, minority high school]
is the same as 'Algebra I at [a suburban,
Middle-. to upper-middle-class, mostly white
high' school]." The i mposi t ion of the tes t-
based Curriculum, however, carried with it
no new resources for the historically under-
resoUrced schools.:Sameness, without mas-
sive investments at the under-resourced
schools, is achieved by "leveling down"
from the top, if at all. It is a poor proxy
for equity..

The TAAS system of tst,driven account-
ability masks the inequities that have for,
decades built unequal structures of school-
ing in Texas. The investments in expensive
systems:of tesring, test design; test con,
tracts and subcontracts, training of teach-
ers and administrators to implement the
tests, test security, realignment of curricu-
la with tests, and the production of test-
prep materials Serve a political function
in centralizing control over education and .

linking public education to private corn-
'Merce.6 But these expenditures do:nothing
:to reverse the serious inequities that have,
'widened over time across the state. In.fact,
investments in the "accountability system"
are cynically seen to obviate the need for
new' investments in the schools. Even More
cynical is the inverting of investments re-
lated to accountability not to equalize re-
sources but to reward those whose-scores
go up: the investMent comes as a reward
for compliance, not as a means to ensure
educational improvement.
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Meanwhile, scarce resources. at the schOel
and district levels are being invested in those
materials and activities tiiat wili raise scores,
not in curricula cit laiting intellectual lor.
pnictical value to studentsExperience.Over:
the past five years the period in which
principalS,haveoaded tenure for TAA-
based performance contracts shoWs,rhat
it is the historically under-resoUrced schools,
those serving the greatest numbers of poor
and minority students, that have shifted their
already scarce resources into the purchase
of test-prep materials.

Jean Anyori Writes compellingly in-pier-
to Schooling about the pauperization ofeen7
tnAcity Newark: the dwindling of neigh-
borhood resourees.in all areas Of funding
and public goods as whites left-those
parts of the city.' The Poverty of the peo-
ple and the institutions that remained was
a result of this pauperization by alliances
of more powerful political and econotnic
interests: In much the same way, the strati=
fying of academic resources in the name,:
of compliance with an accountability sys
tem is pauperizing many urban schoolS,:l
which only serves to compound their ae-
ademic.insufficiencies, since they-are al-
ready academically weak and there is lit-.
tle public will to address-their lack of re-
sources.

ticular school and coMmunity.
The current accountabilitY system bases

aSseisment of sthoorsanct school person-
nel on Children's test scores A system Of
edueation th'at reduees student learningtO.:-.-
scores on a single'state test .and uSs1
those scores for Srichhighaseakes deCisions
as grade promotion arid high school grad-
uation rules out the_possibility of dis-
Cussing student learning in terms of cog-
nitive and intellectual deVelopment, in terms
of growth, in terms of social awareness
and toCial tonscienee in terms of social
and emotional development. It is as if the'
"whole:chiltrhas beedme a stick figure.
Opperlevel'adMinistrators who tell prin-
cipals not to speak:about their studentior
their progiants except in terms of TAAS-
Scores are participating in.the de-legitimat7
Mg of Students as yOung hnMaa being's.

Furthermore, the reduction of students
to test' scores hag two cOntradictory but
equally depersonalizing effects:First, the
individual scores ignore the:social and col::

.claberatiVe aspects of learning. Second, in
the reporting ef scores, Children are,sub=
sumed'into depercinali`.Zetf, often rheanint-
less, ,aggregates. A 75% passing rate:,at a
sohool this year may appear to be an im-
provement over-a 66%3-passing rate at the
same sohool last year, Nit inrin 'urban set-
ting,there is no assurance,.that even half
of the children.* the same in two suc-
cessiVe years. .

The acCountability system likewise de-
persOnalizeS teachers,:flattening ;any rep-
reseniation of-their particular practice in-
to Me aggregate paSS rates-for pleii schools .
the role of principal has been severely lim-
ited;:priheipals now have greater authority

Accountable to Whom?
Accountability implies responsibilitY

to a higher authority: being held to .ac-
count for or being obligated to account to.
Within the urban district I have studied'
and in the state of Texas, during the Perot .

reforms and at present, accountability has
been invoked to locate the probletits ,of
schooling at the level of the loweit ern-
ployees, the teachers. The use of the word
itself distracts from the historical inequi-
ties in funding, sMff allocation, investment
in materials, and secial support from the:
broader community. By implying a hier-
archy and a culpability at the bottom; tit-
the system; such calls .for accountability
empoWer those who use the term. The pie:,
sumptionis that those who are calling for':
accountability feel that theY are in control
and that others (lo-cated beneath them) mirst.
answer to thetn. A common feint is to Claini
that "the public demands accountability"-

though, when the public has tried to de-
mand accountability in` education,- it has
traditionally tried to make the top of' the-,
education structure responsive to its.par-
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to allocate resources for activities aimed
at raising test scores but.less discretionary
power to undertake other kinds of work in
their schools or to have that work recog-
nized.

The use of a language of accountabili-
ty also takeS the discussion of public schOol-
ing away fiem the normal language of fam-
ilies and communities. Parents feel that 'they
have to master ajargoato understafidhow
their children are doing; teachers feelmys:.
tified by the mathematical formulas that
can turn known weak schools into "exem-
plary" ones. Parents report feeling cOnfuSed
by their children's TAAS repOrt sheets:

"accountabilitY" is a Closed sys-
tem that allows no critique. The only ques-
tions about the sYstem that generate a re-
sponse are those haing to do With: tech-
nical aspects: At What:Point should-chil-
dren whose first language is not Ehgiih
have to take the reading poition of TAAS
in English? Are the testAueStions valid?
Are they culturally biased? IS:the ent-off-
seore for graduation set too high ortob low?
Questions:about technical tinkering are
tolerated;AndLo all such questions3here
is one hoSic answer: mom co/m.04.10mM
is lax security, the test materials MUsthe
more tightly conuolled.lf scores are going
up, then test prep must be working:If scores
are slipping, then moratescprep Must be
needed:I:here is no aCknowledgment ainong
district or state officials:that the real pmb-
lem is not cheating by altering answer sheets.
Instead, the real problerri inherent in.such
an accountability systein is that it severe-
ly undermines teaching and learning, while
masking.problems:within the sehOol.

The educational-. costs of Standardiza-
tion, then, include not only the direct im-
pact on teaching and learning, hut alsO the
high costs of compliance when compliance
silences professional expertise and mar-
ginalizes parental and miblic discourse.

If the language of acCountability comes
to dominate pUblic school policy, it will
eliminate the means by which the public

parents and teachers and other citizens
of a community can challenge the sys:-
tem of accountability. We have already seen
the harmful effects of such a system on
curriculum and teaching. We have seen its
tendencies to.ereate new forms of discrim-
ination as its control methanisms reward
those administrators who shift resources
into the means of compliance rather than
toward improving the quality of education

a pervasive pattern in minority schools
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with a history of low scores on standard-
ized tests.

More than two deaades ago in Leg is-
trued Learning, ArthurWise- 'warned that
attempts td legislate learning-and to leg-
iSlate teaching frequontly have perverse
effects;"ii He was s peaking 'cif the kinds of
effects that:have been doeUmentecl in-the
POO and Minority schOols described'here
in 'Mein respOnses tb the TAAS, And the

:effects withinSehbolS:and school syStemS
.May'nothe near& so ''PeOerse" aS the ef-
fectsWithin our 'system of democritoy, be-
cauSe Man' attempts,Mlegislate and con-
trol-learning rethice the ptiblic's posSibil-

- ities-forretainingdemdcratiegovertiance
of schoOls once the Controls'are iaplace.
One reason for this ---inentioned above

is that an aceountabilitY-based oontrol
syStem; 6ecaose it is a clbSed sistem, struc-
tures out possibilities fOr external Criticism.

Throughout the history of public School-
Mg in Arneriea Maintaining bur *me ra-

been:Cited as the fundamental jus-
tificatitin for,public support of schbOls.
Education is essential for effeetive citiien-
ship for playing an aetiVe rble in the eel:),
noriric,..etiliiiral, and political life, of the
narion bembernoy has been both thc:real
reason for extending an education:to
childrenand= at times the cosier story
thatmaskedour failure.topieVide such Un
educatiOn equitably..Even When the educa7
fión we provided was inequitable, it car-
ried:such-derbocratie Slogans as ''separate
'tart equal.'-'.6iVeabur-deMoeratic-heritage,
the WaYS'in whichthelanguage of acconrit-
ability is displacing democratic diseourse
need to-be:carefully:examined..

,The current aeconntabilitY syStem has
been imPlemented' slOwlY-and in stage's.:
FirSt Came statetesti that helctalmOst-no
consequence.`for students:it:hen dame-state
tests that held moderate consequences for

.students -(scores were reccirded in their
records but nen used-for high-stakes deci-
sions). INlow the:system uses Stadenis' seores
forthe evaluation of teacheri; principals,
sChoOls, andeveadistricts: Students:Who
haVeheen in ichbol.only during the past
10 years (the life span ulthe TAAS) knOw
nothing differeinacherS who have:taught
for fewer thari 10 years and whO have not
come in from another State assum& out-
coMes testing:tb hea sadhilt!'inevitable
feature of schbaling. The incrernental.nor-
malizing o-i,ail7aCcounfahiiity systein;Und:
the easualuse,of its languagein conversk
tions about eduCation can Silence criticism

and stifle the potential-to pose counter mod-
els.and to enviSion alternative-possibilities.
'That-is the- insidious power of the langnage
of accountability: to Soundjust enough like
comMon sense not to be recognized- as- a.
langnagelneant to reinforee unequal pow-
er relations.

' It is'only by understanding the-differ-',
entialeffects of accountability systeinson
varied' grou ps Of studentS,--oateachers,dn
Parent's, 'and on cemununities. that we can
knOtwhether-thdy Sent our children and
our goals 'for public education well. And
itis 'only by sOing inside SchoOls and in-
side el asSrooms that w,e can begin to-build
that:understanding fit a deeply informed::
level.

These highly rationalized and technical
-systeMS-olschooling are being touted as
very:-beneficial for their states and districts

after all,testseores are rising. When we
examine such systems more closely, how-
ever, we may find that these:benefits prove
tO he short-lived and as artificial and inflat-
edai the 'test .scores prOducedby months
of test preparation. And we maYalso find
thatithe costs .ofthese- systems are being ;,
borne by the weakest, participants in our
education systems the children. The slo-
gans:of "reforM" can be truly seductive.
As:researchers and as citizens we need to
lotik behind' these slogans and see what
effects our fancy .systems are having on
.the children,
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The Equity Principle
(from the NCTM Standards)

Excellence in mathematics education requires equityhigh expectations and strong support for

all students.

Making the vision of the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics a reality for all
students, prekindergarten through srade 12, is bbth an-essential goal and a significant challenge.

Achieving this goal requires raising expectations,for students' learning, developing effective

methods of supporting the learnirisofmathematics by all students,:and providing students and

teachers with the resourCes theYneed.
Educational equity is a.core element of this vision. All students, regardless of their personal
characteristics, backgrounds, or physical-challenges, musf have Opportunities to study=and

support to learnmathematics. Equity does not mean that every student should receive identical
instruction; instead, it dernands that reasonableland Appropriate accommodations be made as

needed to promote aceess and attainmentfor all'stUdents,

Equity is interwoven with the other Principles. All students need access each year to a coherent,

challenging mathematics curriculum taught by competent and well-supported mathematics
teacherS. Moreover, students' learning and achievement should be assessed and reported in ways

that point to areas requiring prOmpt additional attention. Technology can assist in achieving

equity and must be accessible to all-students.

Equity requires high expectations and worthwhile opportunities for all.

The vision of equity in mathematics education challenges a pervasive societal belief in North

America that only some students are capable of learning mathematics. This belief, in contrast to

the equally pervasive view that all students can and should learn to read and write in English, »

leads to low expectations for too many students. Low expectations are especially problematic
because students who live in poverty, students who arc not native speakers of English, students
with disabilities, females, and many nonwhite students have traditionally been far more likely

than their counterparts in other demographic grOUps to belhe victims of low expectations.
Expectations must be raisedmathematies can-and must-be learned by all students.

The Equity Principle demands that high expectations for mathematics learning be communicated

in words and deeds to all students. Teachers communicate expectations in their interactions with

students during classroom instruction, through their comments on students' papers, when
assigning students to instructional groups, through the presence or absence of consistent support
for students who are striving for high levels of attainment, and in their contacts with significant

adults in a student's life. These actions, along with decisions and actions taken outside the

classroom to assign students to different Classes or curricula, also determine students'

opportunities to learn and influence students' beliefs about their own abilities to succeed in
mathematics. Schools have an obligation to ensure that all students participate in a strong
instructional program that supports their mathematics learning. High expectations can be
achieved in part with instructional programs that are interesting for students and help them see

the importance and utility of continued mathematical study for their own futures.

Equity requires accommodating differences to help everyone learn mathematics.
Higher expectations.are necessary, but:they are nOt Sufficient to accomplish the goal -of an

equitable school mathematic edudation for all, students. All'students should have: access to an.



excellent and equitable mathematics program that provides solid support for their learning and is
responsive to their prior knowledge, intellectual strengths, and personal interests.

Some students may need further assistance to meet high mathematics expectations. Students who
are not native speakers of English, for instance, may need special attention to allow them to
participate fully in classroom discussions. Some of these students may also-need assessment
accommodations. If their understanding is assessed only,in English, their mathematical
proficiency may not be accurately evaluated.
Students with disabilities may need increased time to complete assignments, or they may benefit
from the use of oral rather than written assessments. Students who have difficulty in mathematics
may need additional resources, such as after-school programs, peer mentoring, or cross-age
tutoring. Likewise, students with special interests or exceptional talent in mathematics may need
enrichment programs or additional resources to challenge and engage them. The talent and
interest of these students must be nurtured and supported so that they have the opportunity and
guidance to excel. Schools.and school systems must take care to accommodate the special needs
of somc students without inhibiting the learning of others.

Technology can help achieve equity in the classroom. For example, technological tools and
environments can give all students opportunities » to explore complex problems and
mathematical ideas, can furnish structured tutorials to students needing additional instruction and
practice on skills, or can link students in rural communities to instructional opportunities or
intellectual resources not readily available in their locales. Computers with voice-recognition or
voice-creation software can offer teachers and peers access to the mathematical ideas and
arguments developed by students with disabilities who would otherwise be unable to share their
thinking. Moreover, technology can be effective in attracting students who disengage from
nontechnological approaches to mathematics. It is important that all students have opportunities
to use technology in appropriate ways so that they have access to interesting and imPortant
mathematical ideas. Access to technology must not become yet another dimcnsion ofeducational

inequity.

Equity requires resources and support for all classrooms.and all students.
Well-documented examples demonstrate that all children, inelnding thosc who have been
traditionally underserved, can learn mathematics when they have access to high-quality
instructional programs that support their learning (Campbell 1995; Griffin, Case, and Siegler
1994; Knapp.et al. 1995; Silver and Stein 1996). These examples should becOme the norm rather

than the exception in.school mathematics education.

Achieving equity requires a significant allocation of human and material resources in schools
and classrooms. Instructional tools, curriculum materials, special supplemental programs, and the

skillful use of community resources undoubtedly play important roles. An even more important

component is the professional development of teachers. Teachers need help to understand the
strengths and needs of students who come from diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds, who
have specific disabilities, or who possess a-special talent and interest in mathematics. TO
accommodate differences among students effectively and sensitively, teachers also need to
understand and confront their own beliefs and biases.
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